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The purpose of a flag is non-verbal
expression. Flags are condensed
expressions of emotion. They are a
link between the experiences and the
emotions we have.
— Whitney Smith

Dear Members of the Federation,
We invite you to join us in marking
1 October 2019 as World Vexillology Day.
The FIAV General Assembly, at
its 25th session held during the
ICV 27 in London 2017, recognized October 1 as World Vexillology Day, to promote vexillology as
defined in FIAV Constitution—
the creation and development of a
body of knowledge about flags of
all types, their forms and functions, and of scientific theories and
principles based on that
knowledge. The idea for designating such a day was the brainchild
of the Portland Flag Association in
2016 and has since received the
support of many FIAV members.
To see more on the adoption of
the day in the article by Scott
Mainwaring, who started the idea
within PFA, visit https://
portlandflag.org/2016/09/16/1october-is-world-vexillology-day/.
It has become established practice
that every FIAV institution and
individual mark VexiDay in whatever manner deemed appropriate,

in order to popularize vexillological
science to general public. Some
organizations hold public lectures,
others set up exhibitions and flaghoisting ceremonies, hold flag related workshops for children in
museums or libraries, or perhaps
just have informal gatherings of
vexillologists and friends—do
whatever you find works best in
your community! Marking World
Vexillology Day should be nonpartisan and only for promoting
vexillology as a field of study.
FIAV would like to hear about
your plans and what activity was
carried out. We ask that you report
these events and activities in your
periodicals and in local media.
Please also post your activities on
the World Vexillology Day Facebook page (https://
www.facebook.com/
vexillologyday/) and on Tumblr
(https://vexiday.tumblr.com/).
Let us celebrate flag studies!
Best regards,
LTC Dr. Željko Heimer, LF, FF,
President, Fédération internationale des
associations vexillologiques pres@fiav.org

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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September 2019 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our September meeting, hosted
by Dave Anchel at his home, 17
PFA members enjoyed three hours
of flags and conversation. In his
role as host, Dave moderated the
discussion.
Michael Orelove began the meeting sharing several variant U.S.
flags, including “New Glory” (gay
pride), gray-scale, corporate logo,
Confederate-merged, and thinblue-line / thin-red-line versions;
he test-ran a presentation under
development for schools and
other organizations.

Scott Mainwaring describes the recent
kerfuffle over the Iron Front flag flown
by members of the Timbers Army.
Dave Anchel shows a Polish
“Solidarity” movement flag.

David Anchel brought some flags
stored in Elmer’s Flag & Banner
inventory for nearly 40 years, celebrating the Solidarity movement
begun in 1980 in Poland.

Michael Orelove explains the
thin-blue-line variant U.S. flag.

David Ferriday brought a tribal
flag poster, created in 1997 by Peter Orenski and Don Healy to accompany Raven 3/4 (Flags of the Native Peoples of the United States), and
presented it as a gift to the host.

Scott Mainwaring described the
recent controversy involving the
1930s Iron Front flag flown by
members of the Portland soccerfan-group Timbers Army as an
anti-fascist gesture.
Keryn Anchel teased us with
tidbits about punk band flags,
promising a full report on her
favorites at a future meeting.

While it is significantly out of date
(some flags have changed and
many more have been adopted),
PFA members wishing a free copy
should contact Ted Kaye, who has
an ample supply.

David Ferriday comments on the 1997
Native American flags poster.
October 2019

The most significant collection of tribal
flags can be found on the website of Peter
Orenski’s business, run by his successor:
tmealf.com, with over 400 images of flags
available for purchase.

Keryn Anchel discusses her favorite
punk band flags.

Portland Flag Association
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William Gifford delights in a proposed
redesign of the NAVA flag by Dean
Thomas.

William Gifford commented on
the recent proposal by Dean
Thomas to alter the NAVA flag to
include Mexico, by converting the
fly triangle to green. He led a discussion of the thin-blue-line flag.
Ken Dale described his continual
involvement with interments for
vets without families and ceremonies for fallen police officers.

Patrick Genna unfurls a flag he’d used for years as a safety item—stowing it in his
van to use as a signal for AAA in case of a breakdown.

Patrick Genna unfurled a Scottish
royal flag, which he’d kept in his
van to signal AAA in case of a
breakdown (“look for the yellow
flag!”).

Fred Paltridge shared his research
into the Multnomah Tribe and the
putative Chief Multnomah, vowing
to create a flag for the now-extinct
tribe.

Jessie Spillers commented on the
discussion about logo flags.

Ken Dale explains how he attends
events for veterans and police.

Jessie Spillers guesses logos on the
“corporate” variant U.S. flag.

Fred Paltridge shows images of Chief
Multnomah—anticipating a flag.

Continued on next page
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Roberta Krogman compared Portland mottos—the old, “The Rose
City”, with the new “The City that
Works”, asserting that the new one
is propaganda for the city government and often inaccurate.
Ted Kaye circulated clippings, a
recent book by a French designer

John Niggley shows a flag he’d flown
at work, one of several which got him
into some trouble.

John Niggly described his flag
antics at work, both the party celebrating the removal of green pipes
(commemorated by flags) and his
travails flying various flags—such
as Nigeria—drawing objections
from his corporate leadership

Roberta Krogman comments on
the motto of the City of Portland.

expanding on Good Flag, Bad Flag
and a book on Czech city heraldry
from a colleague in Prague, then
showed several Netherlands city,
provincial, and national, flags.
Ted Kaye shares the flag of North
Brabant, Netherlands.

Izzy Núñez sketched out a flag for
the Multnomah and described his
work updating confusingly similar
national flags (see p. 5).

Izzy Núñez promises new designs for
overly-similar national flags.
October 2019

Max Liberman reported on ICV 28
and his representing the PFA in
the FIAV general assembly—
where the 2023 Beijing bid won.
John Schilke commented on the
frequency of flag images in the
Wall Street Journal.

Max Liberman models a flag shirt
given him by Ron Strachan of Darwin.

John Schilke describes his observations on the Journal’s photos.
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Alternatives for Similar Flags
PFA Member Izzy Núñez has
recently focused on redesigning
national flags that might otherwise
be confused with one another.
For example, Netherlands’ redwhite-blue horizontal tribar is
nearly the same as Luxembourg’s.

David Koski shows his personal flag
printed on waterproof material.

Moldova

Romania’s blue-yellow-red vertical
tribar is often confused with the
flags of Moldova, Andorra, and
even Chad.
Moldova: Redesigned

Netherlands
Andorra

Joyce Gifford asks the crowd—
Which flag is this?

David Koski, who works at FedEx
(formerly Kinko’s), unveiled custom flags (including his personal
flag) printed on special waterproof
material.
Joyce Gifford noted the confusing
similarity between the Manitoba
and Ontario flags, and how that
complicates orders for patches.
Our next meeting will be hosted
by David Ferriday on 14 November at his new studio in S.W. Portland. He took the PFA flag with
him, the customary task of the next
host.

Netherlands: Redesigned #1
Andorra: Redesigned

Netherlands: Redesigned #2

Chad

Romania

Chad: Redesigned
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Flags Sent to the Future
By Michael Orelove

My son, Jonathon Turlove, and I
visited Juneau, Alaska, in August.
Our trip celebrated the 25th anniversary of Juneau’s 100-Year Time
Capsule, sealed in 1994, not be
opened until 2094. (I had chaired
the committee that had put together the project.) However, one can
see the contents of the capsule.
The Time Capsule consists of a
small room, approximately 10’ x 6’,
in the lobby of the Federal Building. It has two large windows on
two different sides which allow
viewing all four interior walls.
The local community contributed
thousands of items to represent
Juneau of 1994.
The items include several flags:
 An Alaska state flag that had

flown over the state capitol in
Juneau, donated by Governor
Tony Knowles. Eight stars of
gold on a field of blue.
 A United States flag that had

flown over the U.S. Capitol on
July 4, 1994, at the request of
Senator Ted Stevens. The flag

Michael Orelove and Jonathan Turlove
at the 1994 Juneau Time Capsule.
October 2019

Protest flag incorporating the Alaska state flag, red and white stripes,
and a bald eagle.

has 50 stars. How many stars
will be on the flag in 2094
when the time capsule is
opened?
 Flag of the Downtown Ju-

neau Rotary Club. The Rotary emblem started as a wagon
wheel representing “civilization
and movement”. Donated by
the president of the Juneau
Rotary Club. The Rotary Club
has an individual time capsule
within the community time
capsule, containing banners
from Australian Rotary clubs.

 Another flag donated by Larry

Parker is a 49-star U.S. flag
given to the City of Juneau by
the City of Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1960 to welcome Alaska
as the 49th state of the union.
The flag was folded properly
by members of the 17th Coast
Guard District Staff Color
Guard in Juneau.
Only 75 more years before these
flags can fly again!

 One of the many U.S. 49-star

flags that were flown on the
electric poles in downtown
Juneau on flag-flying holidays.
But the flags were constantly
knocked down as the size of
trucks increased and eventually
the custom of flying the flags
ended. Donated by Larry S.
Parker, former mayor of the
City of Juneau, on behalf of
the members of the 1959 4th
of July Committee.

U.S. Capitol flag flown on July 4, 1994,
presented by Senator Ted Stevens.
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VexiDay 2019 in Portland
Stalwart Portland Flag Association
members braved the sprinkling
weather and brought flags to Portlanders and visitors in celebration
of VexiDay on 29 September.
They met at Salmon Street Springs,
coincidentally at the same time as
an ALS walk, which provided an
audience of hundreds—many stopping to find out more about flags.

Patrick Genna, Max Liberman, Jonathan Turlove, and Michael Orelove
create the PFA’s VexiDay display.

The country-state-city combination
always poses a “how to hang” issue.

A group participating in the ALS Walk
uses VexiDay flags as a backdrop.

Michael Orelove explains the Oregon
flag to a group of passersby.

Patrick Genna attempts to identify all
the flags in the VexiDay display.

The adjacent World Trade Center has
a permanent display of flags.

Portland Flag Association members celebrate VexiDay at Salmon Street Springs in
Tom McCall Waterfront Park along the Willamette River in Portland, Oregon.

Scott and Henry Mainwaring admire
the Canadian First Nations flag.
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Which State Are YOU From?
By Michael Orelove

I enjoy sharing my interest in
flags with others. In August,
I gave my presentation about the
American flag to the residents of
the Brookdale–Mt. Hood senior
living facility in Gresham.
I also brought my collection of all
50 state flags and took pictures of
the residents holding their home
state flags. Can you name them?
Many did not know what their
state flag looked like and were
amazed at the details on some.
I gave the residents their photos
and made a display of all them for
the facility. I offered to come back
another time to take pictures with
other residents who’d missed the
opportunity.
My motto: Have Flags – Will Travel.

Gresham seniors pose with their state flags during a presentation

Continued on next page
October 2019
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U.S. State Flags with Lettering or Seals

A reddit participant (wjstie) posted
this map in July, showing US states
whose flags with lettering or seals
(red) or without (green). By his definitions (and including D.C.), that’s
39/51 or 76%.
It sparked some debate on whether
single letters (Ohio, Colorado)
counted, among over 100 comments.
One reader opined, “Wyoming is
one of those state flags where the
only thing stopping it from being a
perfect flag is the seal. Wyoming,
Arkansas, Indiana, and Rhode Island
are all examples of state flags where
the simple removal of a seal or text
would push a flag from a B+ to an
A.”
Ed Jackson noted that “Georgia’s
state flag [actually] does not contain
the state seal. Rather the center of
the canton shows Georgia’s coat of
arms. In 2003, a proposed bill was
introduced to have the entire seal
placed in the canton with “IN GOD
WE TRUST” in large block letters in
the white horizontal bar. Thank
goodness, with the support of Whit-

ney Smith and Ted Kaye, we were
able to argue against the seal and
compromised with a simplified coat
of arms. We were unable to find any
legislator willing to ‘take God off the
flag’, despite the opposition to words
on a flag in NAVA’s Good Flag, Bad
Flag, so we greatly reduced the size
of the letters and placed them under
the coat of arms in the canton. Even
though it was a close vote, and there
was considerable protest for a year
or two, Georgia’s state flag is now a
non-issue and is widely flown across
the state.”
And one commenter jokingly asked
“Does this mean that all flags are
equally terrible to the colorblind?”
This map invites a deeper historical
inquiry into the development of state
flags and the regional influences on
them. It does help illuminate Jim
Ferrigan’s joking explanation of why
there are so many blue SOB flags:
“The North won the Civil War”.
Source: www.reddit.com/r/
vexillology/comments/cbn3ur/
the_50_states_based_on_whether_
their_flags_have/

The state flags are: Minnesota,
Alabama, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Washington, Florida, Oregon,
Nebraska, Nebraska, California,
Oregon (reverse).
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Kindergartners and Flags
By Ted Kaye

I recently talked to Catlin Gabel
School’s kindergarten class, focusing on national flags and giving
them Portland flag postcards.

They listened attentively and asked
insightful questions. They then
drew excellent personal flag designs for a year-end project, using
1” x 1.5” rectangles as templates.

Afterwards, they sent a very
thoughtful group thank-you note
(below) showing their further study
of national flags and sharing what
they’d learned.

The group thank-you note from 40 Catlin Gabel kindergartners (the Eagles), demonstrating precocious flag awareness.
Catlin Gabel is an independent day school (pre-K–12) in S.W. Portland and Ted Kaye’s alma mater.
October 2019
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By John Cartledge

By Tony Burton

Name these flags and identify the
theme connecting them.

These rare quadriband flags were
presented with some details removed.

Answers in the next issue...

Congrats to solver John Cartledge,
who provided the next quiz.

Union of Malaya (1945–1948)

Central African Republic
Mauritius

State of East Indonesia (1946–1949)

Comoros

Pan-Arab colors adopted by the Arab
Literature Society in Istanbul (1909–11)

Flag of Nigerian President as
Chief of the Armed Forces
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Portland Flag Miscellany

They just couldn’t help themselves…
The stock-photo website
Dreamstime.com offers this image,
© Irina Rumyantseva, royalty free.

Literally a “seal on a bedsheet”!
In June 2018, amateur upholsterer Seth
Patterson teamed with photographer
Tom Baker to create “the most
Oregon gift ever”—a state flag
blanket. Connecting with Pendleton
Woolen Mills’ custom blanket program, they launched a Kickstarter
campaign to finance the venture. See
it at 84east.com/oregon-flag-blanket.
Thanks to Ross Olson for this item.

www.dreamstime.com/flag-portlandlargest-city-u-s-state-oregon-seatmultnomah-county-flag-portlandoregon-usa-image108396298
It also offers this Oregon version:

Flag stickers spotted on a Toyota
truck on N.E. MLK Blvd. in August.
Showing triple civic pride, the flags of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Seattle,
Washington; and Portland, Oregon
appear on the back window.
The Seattle Times has initiated a campaign to change the Seattle flag. See
www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/
orcas-chief-sealth-and-needles-readers
-offer-their-ideas-for-seattles-city-flag/
Thanks to Rob Kaye for this item.

November Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 PM,
Thursday, 14 November 2019, at
the home of David Ferriday, 2511
SW Sunset Blvd., Portland, OR
97239.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
October 2019

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

